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The present study investigates the sound transmission loss across a section of an infinitely long duct

where one or more narrow sidebranch tubes are installed flushed with the duct wall. The finite-ele-

ment method is used to compute the wave propagation characteristics, and a simplified theoretical

analysis is carried out at the same time to explain the wave mechanism at frequencies of high sound

reduction. Results show that the high sound transmission loss at a particular frequency is due to the

concerted actions of three consecutive sidebranch tubes with the most upstream one in the resonant

state. The expansion chamber effect of the setup also plays a role in enhancing sound attenuation at

non-resonance frequencies. Broadband performance of the device can be greatly enhanced by

appropriate arrangements of tube lengths and/or by coupling arrays on the two sides of the duct.
VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4756951]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ventilation and air conditioning systems are an impor-

tant mechanical component of modern buildings. These sys-

tems consist mainly of air handling units, fans, and extensive

ductwork. Used air is extracted from the occupied spaces,

treated, and conveyed back to the occupants to maintain

good air quality and thermal comfort. However, the noise

from the system propagates into the occupied zones through

the ductwork, affecting the acoustical environment indoor.1

There have been efforts attempting to restrict/control the

noise exposure of the building occupants (for instance, Bera-

nek2 and Blazier3).

The traditional method for air conditioning noise control

is the use of dissipative silencers in which the sound absorp-

tion materials in the silencers dissipate the sound energy into

heat.4 However, these silencers are not effective at lower fre-

quencies because of the acoustical properties and the damp-

ing mechanism of the sound absorption materials. They also

result in a significant static pressure drop in the ductwork

that must be overcome by extra fan power before the

designed air flow rate can be delivered. This extra fan power

requirement leads to the installation of more powerful (and

noisy) fans, which in turn increase the burden of the silenc-

ing devices. In addition, the porous sound absorption materi-

als cannot be used in areas under stringent hygiene control,

such as hospitals, or when the air is dirty and/or greasy.

There are efforts in the study of active noise control.5

Although the concept has been successfully implemented in

practice, the reliability of the sensors in the relatively hostile

environment inside the air conditioning ductwork remains an

important engineering challenge. The use of acoustic-

membrane interaction has also been introduced recently by

Huang and Choy,6 but keeping the membrane in the right

tension practically is not a simple task.

Passive reactive silencing devices that contain no flexible

structures are often used in practical noise control because of

more stable performance. The Helmholtz resonators7 and the

plenum chambers8 are typical examples. There are many deriv-

atives proposed as well. Examples include the resonators with

extended necks,9 coupled resonators,10–12 the conical tube res-

onator,13 and the Herschel–Quincke tubes,14 and this list is far

from exhaustive. However, these devices can give very good

sound reduction performance only at the resonance frequencies

or within a relatively narrow frequency range around those fre-

quencies. Coupling up resonators can improve the bandwidth

of the sound attenuation as shown in Seo and Kim10 and

Howard et al.15 However, the distribution of the resonance fre-

quencies of the resonators must be carefully selected. A more

systematic method for estimating the required resonance fre-

quencies of the individual resonators is needed.

Sidebranches with lengths comparable to the width of the

main duct perform somewhat like an expansion chamber.16

However, a narrow sidebranch tube with its mouth flushed

with the duct wall will give a performance somewhat similar

to that of a Helmholtz resonator when it resonates. The narrow

width of the sidebranch tube ensures longitudinal wave

motions along its length, and its resonance frequencies can

readily be approximated using the branch length. Coupling up

narrow sidebranches is expected to be at least more space-

effective than coupling up Helmholtz resonators for the same

noise reduction bandwidth. The major aim of the present

study is to examine the sound transmission loss across narrow

sidebranch tube arrays and the arrangement of the sidebranch

lengths for broadband noise reduction performance. The

finite-element method will be adopted as in the previous stud-

ies of the author (for instance, Tang16 and Lau and Tang17).

As the low frequency issue is more important in building

noise control, this study is focused at frequencies below the

first higher mode cut-off frequency of the main duct.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This section summarizes a simplified theoretical model

for investigating the potential sound transmission loss of a
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narrow sidebranch array and the underlying physical wave

interactions leading to the transmission loss. Figure 1 illus-

trates an array that consists of n number of narrow side-

branch tubes (length li, i¼ 1, 2,…, n) installed flush with the

upper wall of an infinitely long duct of width a. The side-

branch tube width in the spanwise direction is the same as

that of the duct, so that the present problem is two dimen-

sional as there is no excitation in the spanwise direction.17,18

The present study is focused at frequencies below the first

higher mode cut-off frequency of the main duct, such that

only plane waves can travel along the sidebranch tubes and

along the main duct at locations far away from the side-

branch tube array. However, higher modes in the forms of

evanescent waves exist in the proximity of the array. For

simplicity, the widths of the sidebranch tubes are set equal to

w, and the separation between two adjacent sidebranch tube

center line D.

Without loss of generality, one can set the location of

the first sidebranch center line L1 at x/a¼ 0, that is L1/a¼ 0,

such that Li¼ (i-1)D. As the sidebranch tubes are narrow, the

higher mode contribution along the tubes should be negligi-

bly weak within the frequency range of the present study.

The air movement at the mouth of each sidebranch tube is

assumed uniform and planar with a sinusoidal velocity Vie
jxt

similar to a vibrating air piston (x the angular frequency).

The sound pressure at any point (x,y) along the infinitely

long two-dimensional duct, p(x,y), created by this single air

piston vibration at the mouth of the ith sidebranch tube is,

ignoring the viscous damping action:19,20

pðx; yÞ ¼ qc0

2a

X1
m¼0

ð2� d0mÞð�1ÞmcmVi

� cos
mpy

a

� �ðLiþw=2

Li�w=2

½Hðx� x0Þe�jkðx�x0Þ=cm

þHðx0 � xÞejkðx�x0Þ=cm �dx0;

(1)

where q is the ambient air density, d and H denote the Kro-

necker delta function and the Heaviside step function,

respectively, and k is the wavenumber and k¼x/c0 with c0

representing the ambient speed of sound, which equals that

of the plane wave propagation. The modal wave speed, after

normalization by c0, is

cm ¼
kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k2 � ðmp=aÞ2
q ; (2)

for m� 1. At frequency below the first cut-off frequency of

the main duct, cm is complex and equals j|cm| for m� 1. After

integration, Eq. (1) becomes

pðx; yÞ ¼ qVic0

ka
sin

kw

2

� �
e�jkjx�Lij � 2j

X1
m¼1

ð�1Þmjcmj2
"

� cos
mpy

a

� �
sinh

kw

2jcmj

� �
e�ðk=jcmjÞjx�Lij

�
; (3)

and for the sake of easy presentation, we define

Gðx; yjLi;aÞ ¼
qc0

ka
sin

kw

2

� �
e�jkjx�Lij�2j

X1
m¼1

ð�1Þmjcmj2
"

�cos
mpy

a

� �
sinh

kw

2jcmj

� �
e�ðk=jcmjÞjx�Lij

�
(4)

and thus p(x,y)¼ViG(x,y|Li, a). The fluid loading in term of

average pressure acting on a single air piston at the mouth of

a sidebranch tube can be determined theoretically as in

Huang:20

�p ¼ qc0Vi

jka
1� e�jkw=2

sin kw
2

� �
kw

2

2
64

3
75þ 2j

qc0Vi

ka

X1
m¼1

jcmj2

� 1� e�kw=2jcmj
sinh

kw

2jcmj

� �
kw

2jcmj

2
664

3
775 ¼ ViF;

(5)

and F is the same for all sidebranch tubes and its magnitude

is small if w/a is small. The average air pressure at the mouth

of the ith sidebranch tube is

1

w

ðLiþw=2

Li�w=2

"
Ie�jkxþ

Xn

j6¼i
j¼1

VjGðx;ajLj;aÞ
#

dxþViF¼ ZiVi;

(6)

where Zi is the acoustic impedance at the mouth of the ith
sidebranch tube and I the amplitude of the incident plane

wave in the main duct. The terms in the summation on the

left-hand side of Eq. (6) represent the contributions from the

other sidebranches. As planar air movements at the mouths

of the sidebranch tubes are assumed, it is known, for pure

plane wave propagation inside the sidebranch tube, that

Zi¼�jqco cot(kli).
21 Also,

FIG. 1. Schematics and nomenclature adopted in the present study.
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ðLjþw=2

Lj�w=2

Gðx; ajLi; aÞdx ¼
ðLiþw=2

Li�w=2

Gðx; ajLj; aÞdx

¼ qc0

ka

sin2 kw

2

� �
k=2

e�jkjLj�Lij � 2j
X1
m¼1

jcmj2
sinh2 kw

2jcmj

� �
k=ð2jcmjÞ

e�ðk=jcmjÞjLj�Lij

0
BB@

1
CCA ; (7)

and Vi can be obtained by solving the n simultaneous

equations:

a11 � � � a1n

� . .
.

�

a1n � � � ann

0
B@

1
CA V1

�

Vn

0
@

1
A ¼ J1

�

Jn

0
@

1
A; (8)

where

Ji ¼
1

w

ðLiþw=2

Li�w=2

Ie�jkxdx ¼ I

sin
kw

2

� �
kw=2

e�jkLi (9)

and

aij ¼
� 1

w

ðLjþw=2

Lj�w=2

Gðx; ajLi; aÞdx for i 6¼ j

Zi � F for i ¼ j:

8>><
>>: (10)

The corresponding analytical forms of Vis are very tedious22

and in principle not essential for the following discussions.

The overall sound field far downstream of the sidebranch

array is, as far as ka<p,

px!1 ¼ I þ qc0

ka
sin

kw

2

� �Xn

i¼1

Vie
jkLi

 !
e�jkx: (11)

The case for n¼ 3 is examined in detail in the following

analysis in this section for an understanding of the wave

behaviors at two important and critical situations. These

pieces of information will be further discussed in Sec. IV

and will assist the interpretation of the finite-element calcu-

lation results. For n¼ 3, there are two cases of p1 � 0 worth

attention. The first one is the case where V1 � 0 and thus

@p=@y at the mouth of the first sidebranch is very small. The

first sidebranch behaves like a hard wall. With V1 ! 0,

a12V2þ a13V3¼ I and for narrow sidebranch tubes (kw ! 0

and w/a! 0) which are closely packed together (kD! 0),

Iþqc0w

2a
ð1� jkDÞV2�qwjV2c0

X1
m¼1

jcmj
a

1� j
kD
jcmj

� �

þqc0w

2a
ð1�2jkDÞV3�qwjV3c0

X1
m¼1

jcmj
a

1�2j
kD
jcmj

� �
�0;

(12)

and thus V2 and V3 are in anti-phase relationship with the

former having a higher magnitude. By considering the lead-

ing order term, one obtains

I þ qc0w

2a
ðV2 þ V3Þ � qwjðV2 þ V3Þc0

X1
m¼1

jcmj
a
: (13)

One can then conclude using Eq. (11) that the far field pres-

sure px!1 will not vanish and a high sound transmission

loss is not likely in this case. It will be discussed further in

Sec. IV.

The second case of interest is the one where very high

sound transmission loss is achieved (that is, px!1 ! 0).

One can notice from Eqs. (6), (8), and (11) that again for the

case of kw! 0, w=a! 0, and kD! 0,

Z1 � jqc0

X1
m¼1

Wjcmj
a

1� V2

V1

e�kD=jcmj � V3

V1

e�2kD=jcmj
� �

) jZ1j ! 0;

(14)

then

I þ qc0w

2a
½V1 þ V2ð1� jkDÞ

þ V3ð1� 2jkDÞ þ OððkDÞ2Þ� � 0: (15)

The condition shown in Eq. (14) implies that the acoustic

pressure at the mouth of the first sidebranch tube is very

weak. However, the corresponding acoustic velocity is finite

and can be strong under resonance. One can deduce by con-

sidering the coefficient of the first order kD term in Eq. (15)

that V2 and V3 should be nearly in anti-phase and |V2|> |V3|.

The corresponding leading order term then tends to suggest

that V1 and V3 should be roughly in phase as the magnitude of

V1 compared to that of the acoustical particle velocity induced

by the incident wave is very large due to resonance. At this

condition of vanishing sound power transmission across the

array, the first tube is resonating (jZ1j ! 0), while the second

and the third tubes are creating a dipole action. A portion of

the latter tends to cancel the phase difference effects resulted

from the spatial separation between the second and the third

sidebranch tubes. One should note that the preceding does not

apply to the condition where the resonance occurs along the

second sidebranch tube, suggesting that such resonance will

not result in strong sound attenuation in general. The preced-

ing conclusion should apply to sidebranch arrays installed

symmetrically on the upper and lower duct walls and for

n> 3. More discussions will be given in Sec. IV.

The viscous damping23 at the mouths of the sidebranch

tubes is ignored in the present study. It is expected that such

effect will reduce the sharpness of the resonance and affect

the resonance frequencies. However, it is likely that such
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effect will improve operating bandwidth while maintaining

reasonable noise attenuations of coupled resonating devices,24

and thus the viscous effect may be beneficial to the sidebranch

array provided that the widths of the sidebranch tubes are not

very narrow, although the sound transmission loss will be

lowered. The viscous damping could also weaken the non-

planar components of the air motion at the mouth of each

sidebranch tube. These are left to further investigation.

It is observed that the sidebranch tube array can provide

a very broadband sound transmission loss (TL) if the array

consists of many narrow sidebranch tubes of very small

length variation. However, this will result in an unnecessa-

rily long device that is not going to be practical. The coupled

resonators of Howard et al.15 are very long. In the present

study, the length of the sidebranch tube array is restricted to

within approximately 1-3 duct widths for practical purpose.

III. THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The analysis commences with a rigid walled sidebranch

tube array mounted on one side of the duct as shown in

Fig. 1. The width of the sidebranch tubes in the present study

varies between 0.05a and 0.2a. The length of the longest

(the first also) sidebranch tube is set at a and that of the

shortest one (the last tube) at a/2, giving a working fre-

quency range roughly between 0.5fc to fc, where fc is the first

higher mode cut-off frequency of the main duct. The gap

between adjacent sidebranch tubes is fixed at 0.01a. The

upstream end of the computation domain is set at x/a¼�5,

while the downstream end of the domain is at x/a¼ 6, which

is at least 3a downstream of the last sidebranch tube such

that all evanescent waves should have significantly decayed

even they are generated by the sidebranch array. The sound

transmission loss across the sidebranch array can be esti-

mated by solving the standard wave equation

r2pþ k2p ¼ 0 (16)

by the finite-element method implemented using the soft-

ware MATLAB as in Tang.17 The finite-element method can

cater for any non-planar air motions at the mouths of the

sidebranch tubes and thus should be more accurate than the

simplified theory in Sec. II. Below fc, the waves sufficiently

far away from the array are essentially planar. For a unit

strength plane excitation at x/a¼�5, the boundary condi-

tions at the two ends of the computation domain are16,17

dp

dn̂
þ jkp ¼ 2jk at x=a ¼ �5

0 at x=a ¼ 6 ;

�
(17)

where n̂ denotes the unit outward normal of the computa-

tional domain boundary. The condition at x/a¼�5 denotes

the presence of a unit strength plane excitation wave at the

upstream computational domain boundary, while the one at

x/a¼ 6 represents an outgoing plane wave condition. The

normal acoustic velocities vanish at all other surfaces.

The situation for two sidebranch arrays mounted sym-

metrically on the upper and lower duct walls is very much

similar to those described in the preceding text except that

the waves far enough from the arrays will still be planar for

ka< 2p if the two arrays are identical as there will be no odd

mode excitation below such wavenumber. The length of the

last (also the shortest) sidebranch tube in these cases is a/4.

It will be shown later that identical arrays are more effective

than the asymmetric array setup in term of sound transmis-

sion loss.

The finite-element computations in the present study are

done using the partial differential equation (PDE) solver and

the mesh generation engine of the software MATLAB.25 The

Delaunary triangulation algorithm is used to generate the

meshes.26 The mesh sizes vary with the sidebranch array

configurations. The minimum node points per wavelength

and the triangle quality are kept above 6 and 20, respec-

tively, throughout the present study as in Tang.17 It has been

confirmed that any further refinement of the meshes will not

give noticeable difference in the computed results.

Under the present length restriction, the axial variation

of the sidebranch tube lengths will play a very important role

in affecting the broadband TL characteristics of the array as

it controls the axial variation of acoustic impedance across

the array. Two length variations are chosen for detailed

investigation. The first one is a linear model where the length

of the ith sidebranch tube is

li ¼ lmax � ðlmax � lminÞ
i� 1

n� 1
; (18)

and the other is so chosen that the undamped fundamental

resonance frequency difference between two adjacent side-

branch tubes without fluid loading is a constant such that

1

li
¼ 1

lmax
þ i� 1

n� 1

1

lmin
� 1

lmax

� �
: (19)

There are many other possible simple forms for the side-

branch tube length variation. One can think of the exponen-

tial, conical, and cubic length variations. It will be shown

later that the exponential one gives a performance similar to

that of the form described by Eq. (19). The conical and cubic

variation forms result in relatively rapid change in the side-

branch tube resonance frequency at some locations along the

length of the sidebranch array; this is not favorable for broad-

band sound attenuation in principle. Thus they are not consid-

ered in detail in the present study. The arrays with linear tube

length variation [Eq. (18)] and linear frequency variation

[Eq. (19)] are denoted hereinafter as the L-type and F-type

array, respectively. In the following discussions, lmax¼ l1¼ a
and lmin is the length of the last tube in a sidebranch array.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results presented in this section are mainly from

finite-element computations. Before detail discussions, a com-

parison between the theoretical prediction from the simplified

model in Sec. II [obtained by solving Eqs. (6) and (11)] and

the finite-element computations for the 11 sidebranch tube L-

type array with w¼ 0.1a and l11¼ 0.5a is presented in Fig. 2.

One can observe that the simplified theoretical model,

although it has not fully taken into account the coupling
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between sidebranches, gives a prediction that is largely in-line

with the finite-element result, confirming the basic perform-

ance of the array. The former appears to have overpredicted

the transmission loss at higher frequencies, probably due to the

presence of non-planar air motions at the mouths of the side-

branch tubes that tend to reduce the radiation efficiency there

except at the point of resonance. It should be noted that the

simplified theoretical model is not so valid toward the first

higher mode cut-off frequency of main duct (ka! p). Results

of other cases are similar and thus are not presented.

Figure 3(a) illustrates the frequency variations of the

sound power transmission coefficients, s, across the L-type

and F-type arrays with w¼ 0.1a, l11¼ 0.5a (11 sidebranch

tubes). The results of the exponential and cubic length varia-

tions are also included for comparison. The total longitudinal

lengths of the arrays are roughly 1.2a. The performance of

the cubic length variation is the worst probably because of

the rapid change in the sidebranch resonance frequencies at

middle of the array. One can observe that for all other the

length variations, a relatively broadband attenuation of over

10 dB (s< 0.1) can be achieved at the lower end of the array

working bandwidth, while discrete and narrow band sound

attenuations are observed on the opposite side of the array

bandwidth. The F-type array appears to be slightly better

than the L-type array in term of the bandwidth of high sound

attenuation. Because the exponential length variation setup

gives a performance very similar to that of the F-type array,

the following discussions will be focused on the linear length

variation and liner resonance frequency variation models.

Figure 3(b) shows the frequency variation of TL of the

arrays considered in Fig. 3(a). One can notice that the L-type

array performs better than the F-type array within roughly

the first half of the array working bandwidth, and the oppo-

site occurs within the other half of the array working band-

width. Therefore there is a possibility of combining these

two array types for enhanced broadband sound attenuation

performance. This will be discussed later.

Figures 4(a)–4(c) illustrate, respectively, the distributions

of acoustic pressure magnitudes, sound pressure, and the

transverse acoustic particle velocity at ka¼ 2.13 for the

L-type array considered in Fig. 3. This is the frequency at

which s � 0 [Fig. 3(a)]. The acoustic pressure magnitude at

the mouth of the sixth sidebranch tube is very weak, but the

acoustic particle velocity there is finite. The length of this

sidebranch tube l6 is 0.75a and thus kl6¼ 1.598 � p/2, indi-

cating that a “one-end-opened-one-end-closed” type tube res-

onance occurs along this sidebranch tube. Figures 4(b) and

4(c) show, respectively, the relationships between the acoustic

pressures and the real parts of the transverse acoustic particle

velocities of the sixth, seventh, and eighth sidebranch tubes.

The imaginary parts of the transverse acoustic particle veloc-

ities show very similar characteristics as their real parts and

thus are not presented. These observations are in line with

those predicted in Sec. II. The air vibrations inside the seventh

and eighth sidebranch tubes interfere destructively with each

other at locations close to the region between the mouths of

FIG. 2. Comparison between simplified theoretical prediction and finite-

element simulation for the array with w¼ 0.1a, l11¼ 0.5a and 11 sidebranch

tubes. —, theoretical prediction; - - -, finite-element simulation.

FIG. 3. Sound transmissions across

arrays of various tube length

arrangements. (a) Sound power

transmission coefficients of arrays;

(b) sound transmission losses across

arrays. w¼ 0.1a, l11¼ 0.5a with 11

sidebranch tubes. —, L-type; - - -,

F-type; - � -, exponential length vari-

ation; - � � -, cubic length variation.
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these sidebranch tubes. This dipole sound interacts with the

incident wave and the sound generated by the first sidebranch

tube, resulting in very low acoustic pressure downstream of

the sidebranch array. It is also observed that the transverse

particle velocities inside the sidebranch tubes are basically in

phase except for that within the sidebranch tube immediately

downstream of the resonating one (seventh sidebranch tube in

this case), which is in anti-phase with those inside the other

sidebranch tubes. The acoustic pressure magnitudes inside the

sidebranch tubes before the resonating sidebranch tube are

weak, while those after that tube are strong. The preceding

observations apply to other frequencies at which a dip of s to

FIG. 4. (Color online) Wave patterns within L-type array with 11 tubes, w¼ 0.1a, l11¼ 0.5a. (a) Acoustic pressure magnitude at ka¼ 2.13. (b) Real part of the

acoustic pressure at ka¼ 2.13. (c) Real part of the transverse acoustical velocity at ka¼ 2.13. (d) Acoustic pressure magnitude at ka¼ 2.24. (e) Real part of the

acoustic pressure at ka¼ 2.24. (f) Real part of the transverse acoustical velocity at ka¼ 2.24.
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nearly 0 is found, except the first one at ka¼ 1.50, which is

due mainly to the macroscopic expansion chamber effect (dis-

cussed later). It can be concluded that the large sound attenua-

tions of the sidebranch tube array are achieved basically

through the actions of three adjacent sidebranch tubes, which

is in line with the theoretical deduction made in Sec. II.

In Figs. 4(d)–4(f) are shown, respectively, the distribu-

tions of acoustic pressure magnitudes, sound pressure, and

real part of the transverse acoustic particle velocity at

ka¼ 2.24 for the L-type array considered in Fig. 3. The

sound power transmission coefficient at this frequency is rel-

atively high [Fig. 3(a)]. The acoustic pressure magnitude at

the mouth of the seventh sidebranch tube in this case is again

weak, but unlike the previous case, the acoustic particle ve-

locity there is also weak. The corresponding velocity (both

its real and imaginary parts) at the mouth of the eighth side-

branch tube is very strong and is basically out of phase with

that at the mouth of the ninth sidebranch tube. This is again

in line with the prediction in Sec. II. However, these strong

velocities are only restricted within a small region by the

strong pressure inside the main duct, and the overall wave

activity can only result in limited sound attenuation. It is

interesting to note that kl7¼ 1.568, which is very close to

p/2, but the conventional tube resonance has not occurred

because of the fluid loading effect, which alters the effective

length of the sidebranch tube. Same phenomenon takes place

at other frequencies at which a local maximum of s is found.

Figure 5 illustrates the effects of sidebranch tube width

w on s of the L-type arrays, while the external dimensions of

these arrays are kept nearly the same. As the working length

of the array is fixed, a smaller w results in more sidebranch

tubes in the array and thus more discrete sharp drops in s
within the working bandwidth. It is obvious that the array

with the smallest w gives the best broadband performance

when the viscous effect is ignored. However, one can notice

that there exists a common inverted dumbbell shape slow

variation of s for all w studied. These arrays are basically

closed end sidebranches,16 and the slow variation of s repre-

sents roughly the macroscopic property of the basic side-

branch with an inclined close end, which is not much

affected by the individual resonances inside the sidebranch

tubes.

Figure 6(a) illustrates the sound magnitude of the L-type

array with w¼ 0.1a, 11 tubes and l11¼ 0.5a at ka¼ 1.5

under the abovementioned expansion chamber effect. This is

at the frequency where the first s dip is observed [Fig. 3(a)].

One can notice that the sound attenuation is resulted from

the combined strong relatively in-phase actions of the first

several sidebranch tubes in the array instead of the resonance

of an individual sidebranch tube [Fig. 4(a)]. This happens in

all the cases studied in this investigation. It is also found that

the last s dip at ka< p for each sidebranch array setting

included in Figs. 3 and 5 is due to the resonance of the third

last sidebranch tube. An example of sound magnitude of the

L-type array at ka¼ 2.54 is given in Fig. 6(b) (w¼ 0.2a,
6 tubes and l6¼ 0.5a). This is also in line with the theoretical

deduction that high sound transmission loss is achieved to-

gether with the actions of the two sidebranch tubes immedi-

ately downstream of the resonating one. The F-type array

exhibits similar characteristics, and thus the corresponding

results are not presented.

It has been indicated briefly that the “one-end-opened-

one-end-closed” type tube resonance does not take place at

kli¼p (Figs. 3 and 5). The end impedance of the sidebranch

tube in ducted condition appears to have reduced the

FIG. 5. Effects of sidebranch tube width on sound power transmission coef-

ficients of the L-type arrays with lmin¼ 0.5a and similar total axial lengths.

—, w¼ 0.1a, 11 tubes; - - -, w¼ 0.2a, 6 tubes; - � -, w¼ 0.05a, 21 tubes.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Acoustic pressure magnitudes within the L-type

arrays at frequencies of first and last s dips. (a) ka¼ 1.50, w¼ 0.1a,
l11¼ 0.5a, 11 sidebranch tubes. (b) ka¼ 2.54, w¼ 0.2a, l6¼ 0.5a, 6 side-

branch tubes.
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effective length of the tube at resonance. In Fig. 7 are pre-

sented the effective lengths, le, of the sidebranch tubes at res-

onance for the sidebranch arrays with total longitudinal

lengths of �1.2a. For the L-type array, le varies roughly line-

arly with the tube length, and the smaller the tube width w,
the smaller the difference between the two lengths (length

difference). For the case of w¼ 0.05a, the length differences

are insignificant. One can also notice from Fig. 7 that the

length difference is smaller for the case of a shorter physical

tube length. The F-type array results clearly in non-linear

variation of le with the physical tube length. Again the length

difference increases with tube width. However, unlike the L-

type array, the length difference for the F-type array

increases with physical tube length. It should be noted that

the variation of physical tube length at the rear region of the

F-type array (with shorter sidebranch tubes) is small, while

that at the initial region of the array is relatively rapid.

Observing that the acoustic impedance of the sidebranch

tube is �jqco cot(kl), if one ignores the fluid loadings at the

tube mouth, it is reasonable to believe that the larger longitu-

dinal impedance variation in the initial region of the array

has resulted in stronger reflection of acoustic energy and

thus a larger negative length difference/correction. Such phe-

nomenon is much less serious for the L-type array setting.

Because the rate of tube length variation at the rear part of

the F-type array is lower than that of the L-type array of the

same w, the former results in insignificant length differences

for l< 0.75a except for w¼ 0.2a. However, the correspond-

ing differences for the w¼ 0.2a case are still small.

Because only three adjacent sidebranch tubes are mainly

responsible for the wave behaviors under resonance, the total

length of the sidebranch array does not have significant

effect on the length difference as far as the tube width and

the longitudinal rate of change of tube length are fixed (not

presented here). It should be noted that the presence of air

viscosity can result in higher impedances at the mouths of

the sidebranch tubes, and it is very likely that very small w is

actually undesirable to sound attenuation. This is left to fur-

ther experimental study.

One can notice from Fig. 5 that the s dips of the

w¼ 0.1a array (l11¼ 0.5a, 11 tubes) appear basically

between two adjacent s dips of the w¼ 0.2a array (l6¼ 0.5a,
6 tubes). The broadband sound transmission loss is greatly

enhanced when these two sidebranch arrays (L-type) can be

applied together as illustrated in Fig. 8. The sub-figure in

Fig. 8 shows the configuration of the combined array. A

broadband attenuation within 0.48< ka< 1.0 can be

achieved, while those across the range 0.48p< ka< 0.77p
are very impressive with s less than 0.05 even at those fre-

quencies where only limited sound attenuations can be

achieved by the individual arrays. Figures 9(a)–9(c) illus-

trate, respectively, the sound pressure field, the transverse,

and the longitudinal acoustic particle velocity distributions

within the combined array at ka¼ 2.39. This is the frequency

at which the sound power transmission coefficients of indi-

vidual arrays are greater than 0.9, that is, close to the fre-

quency of V2¼ 0 of the three tube array example given in

Sec. II. While the pressure fluctuations on the two sides of

the main duct are nearly in phase, the particle velocities are

of opposite directions but similar strengths. Strong velocities

toward the duct axis are observed at the mouths of the side-

branch tubes at x/a¼ 1. They are accompanied with a high

upstream particle velocity, resulting in strong reflection of

energy and thus high sound attenuation. Similar phenom-

enon can be observed at ka¼ 2.24 and other similar frequen-

cies. The situation at ka � 3 is also very similar, but the

strengths of the inward particle velocities on the two sides of

the main duct are not equal (not shown here), resulting in

less effective reflection.

The corresponding result for the F-type array is very

close to that of its L-type counterpart (Fig. 8). However, as

shown earlier, the F-type array gives better results at higher

frequencies than its L-type counterpart, but the opposite is

observed at lower frequencies. The s variation of the com-

bined array formed by installing a L-type array and a F-type

array with w¼ 0.1a, one on each side of the duct, is also pre-

sented in Fig. 8. However, the low frequency performance is

a bit worse than the combined array formed by two L-type

arrays with different w.
It is noted that a discontinuity of s can be observed in

Fig. 8 at ka � 0.4p for all the abovementioned combined

FIG. 7. Effective lengths of sidebranch tubes. D, w¼ 0.05a; w, w¼ 0.1a; �,

w¼ 0.2a; - - -, line of l¼ le. Open symbols, L-type array; closed symbols,

F-type array.

FIG. 8. Sound power transmission coefficients of asymmetric arrays with

w¼ 0.1a and 0.2a for the upper and the lower array, respectively, unless

otherwise stated. —, L-type arrays; - � -, F-type arrays; - - -, one side L-type

and one side F-type with w¼ 0.1a for both arrays.
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array cases. For the L-type array, it takes place at ka � 1.27.

This discontinuity is due to the expansion chamber type

transverse mode resonance27 with the acoustic pressures on

the two sides of the main duct in opposite phase (not shown

here). The average tube length of the L-type array in Fig. 8

is 0.75a, and thus the equivalent expansion chamber will has

a transverse width Le of 2.5a, giving kLe¼ 3.175 � p. The

corresponding Le of the F-type array is about 2.4a, and thus

the s dip appears at a higher frequency with ka¼ 1.30 as

shown in Fig. 8.

All the abovementioned arrays are asymmetric about the

main duct axis, and thus higher duct modes will be excited

for ka�p. The following discussions are focused on the

cases of symmetric sidebranch arrays, where the first higher

duct mode cut-on is at ka¼ 2p. The length of the shortest

sidebranch tube of each of these arrays is 0.25a. The total

longitudinal lengths of the arrays, L, can then be as long as

�3.4a for w¼ 0.2a.
Figure 10(a) illustrates the frequency variations of s for

three symmetrical L-type arrays with w¼ 0.05a, 0.1a, and

0.2a having longitudinal lengths vary from roughly 1.2a to

1.25a. Therefore the number of sidebranch tubes in each

array is different. The sound power transmission coefficients

are basically lower than those of their asymmetric counter-

parts presented in Fig. 5, probably due partially to the expan-

sion chamber effect, which has already been discussed in

Figs. 8 and 9. Again a slow varying s envelope can be

observed as a result of the effect of the equivalent expansion

chamber.27 For ka>p, s fluctuates over a wide range, and

the magnitude of this fluctuation appears to be relatively

steady for ka> 1.8p. One can observe from Fig. 10(a) that s
is relatively low within the narrow range of 1.4< ka/p< 1.8

for all w studied. As the fundamental resonance wavenumber

of first sidebranch tube is �0.5p and the frequency of the

first harmonic of this resonance is roughly equal to the fun-

damental resonance frequency of the last sidebranch tube for

the adopted symmetric arrays, the abovementioned s dip at

ka � 1.5p is expected to be due to the concerted resonance

effect of these two sidebranch tubes, which tend to create

FIG. 9. (Color online) Wave patterns within an asymmetric L-type array

formed by a 11- tube L-type array with w¼ 0.1a and l11¼ 0.5a and a 6-tube

L-type array with w¼ 0.2a and l6¼ 0.5a at ka¼ 2.39. (a) Real part of the

acoustic pressure; (b) real part of the transverse acoustical velocity; (c) Real

part of the longitudinal acoustical velocity.

FIG. 10. Sound power transmission coefficients of symmetric arrays.

(a) Effects of sidebranch tube width with total array length �1.2a and

lmin¼ 0.5a - - -, L-type, w¼ 0.05a, 21 tubes; —, L-type, w¼ 0.1a, 11 tubes;

- � -, L-type, w¼ 0.2a, 6 tubes; - � � -, F-type, w¼ 0.2a, 6 tubes. (b) Example

of combining L-type and F-type arrays with 11 tubes, w¼ 0.2a and

l11¼ 0.25a. —, “L7þF8” arrangement; - � � -, “L7þF7” arrangement; - - -,

L-type; - � -, F-type.
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low pressure zones at the exit of the array, resulting in rela-

tively high sound transmission loss.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) give two examples of the

sound fields within the proximity of the L-type array in

Fig. 10(a) at ka¼ 4.98 (1.58p) and 5.53 (1.76p), respec-

tively, where high sound transmission loss is observed. At

ka¼ 4.98 [Fig. 11(a)], two resonances are observed. One is

of the type shown in Fig. 6(b), and the resonance takes

place along the third last sidebranch tube of the array. The

other one is a first harmonic resonance along the second

sidebranch tube. A strong reflection back to the upstream at

the entrance of the array section and a strong standing

wave within the array section can be observed. For ka> 5,

only the first harmonic resonance is responsible for the

high sound transmission loss. The sound field pattern at

ka¼ 5.53, shown in Fig. 11(b), is a typical example. At

ka¼ 5.53, the first harmonic resonance appears also along

the second sidebranch tube. The effective length of the

tube is affected by the fluid loading and the wave activities

within the array section.

Also shown in Fig. 10(a) is the s frequency variation of

the F-type array with w¼ 0.1a. Similar to the results of the

single sidebranch arrays shown in Fig. 3, the F-type array

gives better performance at higher frequencies while the

L-type array performs better at lower frequencies. One can

then anticipate that a careful combination of these two array

types can produce a new symmetrical array that can inherit

the advantages of the individual arrays. It is obvious that a

sharp change in the tube length variation along the new array

will cause an abrupt change in acoustic impedance that is

not favorable for broadband sound attenuation as can be

inferred from the s frequency variation of the cubic tube

length variation array shown in Fig. 3. To have a smoother

transition from a L-type array into a F-type array (that is,

wall impedance matching), it is obvious that the lengths of

the sidebranch tubes and their axial rates of changes of the

two combining arrays at the location of transition should be

as close as possible. Figure 10(b) illustrates the frequency

variation of s for a symmetrical array formed by such combi-

nation with w¼ 0.2a. The sub-figure in Fig. 10(b) illustrates

the array setup. This array consists of seven sidebranch tubes

of the L-type and eight sidebranch tubes of the F-type. The s
variations of the corresponding L-type and F-type arrays

(11 sidebranch tubes) are also given in Fig. 10(b) for com-

parison. The transition between the two array forms has

inevitably resulted in a very slight deterioration of perform-

ance at frequency that is close to the resonance frequencies

of the sidebranch tubes at the transition location as the tran-

sition/matching is not perfectly smooth unless w is very

small. However, the broadband performance is significantly

improved. The working wavelength range is about 1.5 times

the duct width in this example, and s within this range is in

general less than 0.02 (more than 17 dB TL). The perform-

ance of the combined array at ka> 1.5p resembles more that

of the L-type array, indicating that the first seven sidebranch

tubes of the L-type are basically controlling the sound trans-

mission at higher frequencies before the cut on of any higher

duct modes.

It should be noted that the optimal numbers of L-type

sidebranch tubes and F-type tubes in the preceding combina-

tion depend on w and the intended working frequency range

of the array. The sidebranch tube length variations and the

longitudinal rates of change of tube length (dl/dx) of the

arrays with 11 tubes, w¼ 0.2a and l11¼ 0.25a are presented

in Fig. 12(a). One can notice that the dl/dx near to the fourth

sidebranch tube of the F-type array is close to that of its

L-type counterpart. The length of the fourth tube of the

F-type array is close that of the seventh tube of the L-type

array, and thus an array formed by the seven sidebranch tubes

with linear length variation followed by eight tubes of the lin-

ear frequency variation arrangement, denoted as “L7þ F8”

will produce the best acoustical performance [Fig. 10(b)].

The performance of “L7þ F7” is still satisfactory but is not

as good as that of “L7þ F8”0 within the region of broadband

sound attenuation as shown in Fig. 10(b).

Also shown in Fig. 12(a) are the corresponding varia-

tions of the arrays with 11 tubes but with w¼ 0.1a and

l11¼ 0.5a. The values of the dl/dx of the F-and L-type arrays

are very close at the location of the fifth tube. Because the

seventh tube of the linear length variation array is slightly

shorter than the fifth tube of the linear frequency variation

array, the optimal arrangement in this case will be “L6þF7.”

This is actually the case (not presented here). Figure 12(b)

illustrates the corresponding variations of the combining

arrays with 21 tubes, w¼ 0.1a and l21¼ 0.25a. The optimal

arrangement appears to be “L14þF14.”

FIG. 11. (Color online) Examples of

wave magnitudes inside symmetric

L-type array at frequencies of high

sound transmission loss within the

higher frequency range. w¼ 0.1a,
l11¼ 0.5a, 11 tubes a side (a)

ka¼ 4.98; (b) ka¼ 5.53.
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The present study is focused at frequencies below that

of the first higher mode cut-off in the absence of a mean

flow in the duct. The mean flow may induce tonal sound as

indicated in existing literatures (such as Nelson et al.28 and

Ziada et al.,29 but the narrow sidebranch tube width may

weaken such lock-on effect.7 These are left to further study.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The sound transmissions across a duct section with

wall-mounted arrays consist of many narrow sidebranch

tubes are investigated using mainly the finite-element

method in the present study. A simplified theoretical analysis

is also given. The effects of various simple tube length

arrangements on the sound transmission loss are discussed.

The study then focused on the linear tube length variation

array and the linear resonance frequency variation array as

these two tube length arrangements appear to perform better

than some other simple forms considered in this investiga-

tion. Apart from the sound transmission properties of a sin-

gle wall-mounted array, those of double arrays arranged

symmetrically and/or asymmetrically about the duct axis are

also examined in details.

The results suggest that the sound transmission losses of

the arrays, be they are single wall-mounted ones or arranged

on opposite duct walls, are high whenever resonance occurs

along a particular sidebranch tube, excluding the last two of

the arrays. The high sound transmission loss is shown to be

due to the combined effect of the monopole radiation of the

resonating tube and the dipole-like action of the two consec-

utive tubes immediately downstream of the resonating one.

The expansion chamber effect tends to produce some sound

attenuation at the non-resonance frequencies. This effect

appears more prominent in the cases of symmetrical arrays,

where the out-of-phase transverse acoustical particle veloc-

ities on the two sides of the duct axis give additional help on

weakening sound transmission. In addition, the present

results demonstrate that a wide broadband sound reduction

can be achieved by an appropriate sidebranch tube length

arrangement. The working frequency band of the device can

be greatly enhanced by suitable couplings of arrays on the

two sides of the duct. A broadband reduction of more than

17 dB is demonstrated in the present study. Though the pres-

ent study is a two-dimensional one, the results tend to sug-

gest that further improvement can be done by using all the

four walls of a duct.

The present study is focused at frequencies below that of

the first higher mode cut-off in the absence of a mean flow in

the duct. The effect of higher duct modes on the overall sound

transmission characteristics and the effects of turbulent duct

flow and viscosity are left to further investigations.
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